Participant's *Estimated* Portion of Rent and *Estimated* Contract Rent (File Copy)

Prepared For: Participant Name

*The Estimated Contract Rent Amount Is: $2100.00 (Do Not Exceed)*

Your Bedroom Size is: 4

Your Payment Standard is: $2265.00

Your Estimated Utilities Are: $243.00

Your Shopping Voucher is Effective Starting: 08/01/2017 and Expires 09/30/2017

(Up to two (2) 30-day extensions, not to exceed a total of 120 days, may be granted upon written request.)

This section shows the calculations that The Denver Housing Authority used to determine your *Estimated* Contract Rent

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Payment Standard} &\quad $2265.00 \\
- \quad 30\% \text{ of Income} &\quad $234.00 \quad * \\
= \quad \text{HAP Portion} &\quad \boxed{$2031.00} \\
\quad 40\% \text{ of Income} &\quad $312.00 \quad * \\
- \quad \text{Estimated Utilities} &\quad $243.00 \\
= \quad \text{Tenant Rent} &\quad $69.00 \\
\text{HAP Portion} &\quad $2,031.00 \\
+ \quad \text{Tenant Rent} &\quad $69.00 \\
= \quad \text{Contract Rent} &\quad $2100.00 \quad *\text{Estimated Contract Rent}
\end{align*}
\]

* These amounts are based on your voucher certification and income you have provided to our office